
HURLEY 1st v White Waltham 2nd  Date: 30th August 
 
Played at Hurley 
 
Innings of Hurley 1st 
 
S. Kayani  b. Jessup 0 

P. Ridgeway  b. Ellis 3 

N. Akhtar LBW b. Brooker 57 

V. Sharma  b. Ellis 7 

Steve Taylor LBW b. Ellis 16 

R. Brown c. Griffith b. Brooker 7 

I. Arshad c. Gillen-Toon b. Brooker 5 

A. Morgans LBW b. Parham 1 

M. Walton Not out  5 

J. Dawson st. Griffith b. Parham  

D. Day Not out  24 

  Extras 14 

  Total 139 

  For 9 
 

Bowling 
 
 Overs Maidens Runs Wkts. 

S. Jessup 11 3 24 1 

J. Ellis 15 5 35 3 

J. Brooker 15 7 36 3 

A. Parham 11 1 35 2 



Innings of White Waltham 2nd  
 
M. Nazir LBW b. Akhtar 5 

S. Jessup Not out  81 

H. Gillen-Toon c. Day b. Brown 1 

A. Parham c. Akhtar b. Brown 33 

P. Bhachu Not out  11 

  Extras 9 

  Total 140 

  For 3 
 

Bowling 
 
 Overs Maidens Runs Wkts. 

P. Ridgeway 11 3 32 0 

S. Taylor 2 0 19 0 

N. Akhtar 10 3 28 1 

R. Brown 10.2 5 12 2 

I. Arshad 5 0 27 0 

V. Sharma 3 0 14 0 

 

Result:  White Waltham 2nd won by 7 wickets. 
 
Hurley’s batting frailties returned to haunt them as they went down to a 7 wicket 
defeat by White Waltham 2s. Having won the toss, the Hurley skipper elected to bat 
first, much to the surprise of both his team mates and the opposition.  The home 
side were soon in trouble as Shoaib Kayani played down the wrong line to Simon 
Jessup. With runs hard to come by, Phil Ridgeway stuck to his task well for 25 
minutes before impatience got the better of him and he departed for three, bowled 
by Jez Ellis. Naeem Akhtar was the only Hurley player to make a convincing score, 
making 57 with an array of shots, but with little support from the middle order the 
score board barely crept along at under three an over. Taylor looked in good form 
until harshly adjudged leg-before for 16 to Ellis. Off spinner, Andy Parham produced 
a lot of turn from the pitch and accounted for Alan Morgans (1), leg-before to a 
sharply turning delivery. At 111 for 8 in the 41st over, the hosts looked like being shot 
out for a measly total. Only one more run was added in the next four overs as Jeff 
Dawson and Mike Walton looked to occupy the crease and use up some overs. 
Dawson then looked to attack and paid the price for charging Parham as Dave 
Griffith completed the stumping. Hurley were indebted to some tail end aggression 
from Denis Day, with 24 out of an unbroken last wicket stand of 27 to at least gain a 
second batting point and deny White Waltham maximum bowling points. 
 
Having seen the effect of Parham’s spin bowling, Hurley opted to open with Phil 
Ridgeway and Steve Taylor utilising the old ball. The first three overs only produced 
four runs, but with Taylor unable to find a consistent length he was replaced by 
Akhtar.  The new ball was taken after 12 overs and soon accounted for Nazir, who 
had never looked comfortable, stepping across in front of his stumps and falling leg-



before to Akhtar. Ross Brown bowled superbly from the lane end, conceding only 
two runs from his first seven overs and picking up the wicket of Gillen-Toon (1), 
caught low down behind the wicket by Day. At 41 for 2 after 15 overs the game was 
finally balanced. Parham looked sketchy early on and was somewhat fortunate to 
survive against Akhtar and Brown. However, survive he did and gradually found 
some form to add eighty-eight for the third wicket together with Jessup (81) who 
played a masterful innings. With only a dozen runs required for victory, Parham 
sliced Brown to cover where Akhtar took a simple catch but the breakthrough came 
too late for the hosts. Bhachu wasted no time in finishing the match hitting a six and 
a four off Akhtar before hitting the winning single.  
 
 


